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PRELIWNARY SEARCH FOR FISSION INI)T.EDFISSION

Tntroa.lction

Fi.s8ionfragmenks constitute a source of charged nuclenr high

energy p~rticles of unique charficter. Beaidas being hiEhly excited they

contein a large excess of net.:trona.F?avingthe order ‘of10(?Mev energy

they can cone within several nuolear dinmeters of other nuclei during

their slowing down process in matter. A fragment.of mass 100, ohnrge 40,

and energy 86 ,Yevcomes within four diarneter8of a thorium nllcleus. some-

what li$hter fragment6 of higher energies are able to cone within less

than two di.ameter8of a thorium nucleus. One mi~ht expect certain type

nuclear re~ction8 durin~ suoh oolli8ions. The large coulomb fields

present, and also the large excess of neutrone available in the fla8ion

fragment, might produce a disturbance which would lead to fisai,onof the

thorium nuoleue. Suah a phenomenon was looked for in this experiment.
>-

A$paratua

Fig. 1 is a diagram of’the ionization chamber used in this

experiment. Fi.ssion,fragmentsproduced at the uranium foil by the

thermalized flux of the writerboiler are collimated by 1/8 inoh holes

in a 1/8 inch thiok aluminum plate. The fi8sion fragments pees through ●

.

a thin ttioriumfoil on the upper side’of’the chamber in Fig, 1. The
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will be enitted .insuch

t}~eannular ring and the

thorium foil, however, some of the frafi.nents

a di~eotion as to produce ionizationbetween

high voltage electrode. Such fragrmnts 8re counted by amplifier41.

The other frafpents from the U235 fi8sion, which pa8s Into the lower

I
part of the ckamber producing ionization between the high voltage

electrode and ttxrlower oolleator plate, are counted by amplifier #2.

For checking background, a shutter can be rotated between the uranium

Pnd thorium foils. Fig. 2 ie a photo!;raphof the comter+

The fissionable material was placed on 0.1 mg/cra2alumin~lrn

leaf by tk~ evaporation technicue. Tk@ ur~niurnf’ollwn8 approximately

eucal to 0.06 mg/cm2 of enriched 2E. Several throium foils were used,

the thickfiessesof which were of the order 0.2 ~crr12. The foils were

tk.eoranium surface and the thorium surface faced eaoh

and Potter prepared the foils used in the experiment.

so mounted that

other. ?ilmore

Fig. 3 show6 schematically

The ou$puts from the thorium side of

the electronics apraratu8 used.

the cha_mberand from the uranium

of “model 50071prqamplii’iersandside were each connected to the grid

lrmcdel500” amplifier. R. ~, olipping gave pulses crfabout three

microseconds duration. ??achamplifier system feeds into a discriminator

otiinc’idencecircuit. The counts from each channel and the number @f

i
coincidences were recorded by scalers. The width of the discriminated

pulses oould be varied in the coincidence circuit; 0.85 microseumd

pate widths were.used in thi8 experiment. Since the ?ulse cllp?ing time*

were 80 short> onl,velectrons were colleat-edfrom tk.eIonization. The

high voltage plate of the colmter was held &bout 1900 volts negativa

by a well-filtered electronic voltaEe supply.
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Characteristics of Chamber

The gns used in the

4-

chamber wes 5 percent C02 in argon. The

pressure (1* cm of meroury ) of’the gas in the chamber was chosen so

thst the range of fragments from thorium oould traverse the region

between the annular.ring and the high vo~tage’plate.

The fraction of the fission fragments counted’whiah pass

throu~h the thorium foil was determined experimentally. The center

plate on the thorium side of the counter was conneated to the Channel I

preamplifier and ths collection pl~te on tlx!uranium 6id0 was connected

to the Channel 2 preamplifier. With the gain of amplifier #1 set so

thok all fragmsnts on the thorium side of the chamber are ccunted as

indicatedby the plateaue of the biaa curve for Channel 1, one runs a

curve of coincidence as funotion of the Cain of amplifier #2, the

neutron source being consknnt. Fig. 4 giws the results of such runs.

The coincidence curve after tl-dsteep initial rise becomes ql~iteflat

over a very wide range of gain. There is a steep initial rise for

the ~hannel 2 bia8 curve, corresponding to tl-.eriue of the coincidence

aurve, followed by a gradual rise,over a wide range in gain. The

gradual rise is probably due to fission fragments comin~ out from tim

foil at large angles so that end effecte at the collector plake cqt
$

down the pulse height. $uoh fragments would not have their oorrespor~-

ing fragments so collimated as to pass through the thorium foil and

should be discriminated egainst. The arrow in Fig. 4 indicates the -

gain setting tshosen for this @xperiment. At. this gain setting 9 per-

@&mkkof the counts in Channel 2 correspond to fragments passing through
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the thorium foil, as determined by the ratio of the ordinate8 of

the two curve8 at the gain,settin~ used.

The fraction of total thorium fr~gments which are counted

by the annular ring was also found experimentally. The shutter was

closed between the uranium foil and the thorium one, and the counter

was pieced in the fa8t neutron flux f’ro~tb.ecyclotron. A run was

made of counts from thorium fis~ion, as R fl]nctionof gain of amplifier

#l, with the annular ring connected to preamplifier#1. This data is

represefitgdby the lower curve of FiC. 5. Then the run wns repeated

with the central plate nnd the annular ring of the thorium side of

the oounter both connected to preamplifier#1. The re8ults of this

run are indicated

for two series of

series of’runs 23

the second series

by the uppr curve of Fig. 5. The gain settings chosen

runs are marked by arrows in Fig, 5. 7or the first

percent of the thorlmn fragments are counted; for

of runs 14 percent were counted.

experimental Procedure——

Before, and at more or 198s equal intervals during the run,

the electronic apparatus was checked with a model 100 pu18er. Voltage

pu18es of known height were fed Simultaneously into the input gr@s

of tiietwo proa!nplifiers.The gains of the amplifiers were determined

by varying the input pulees until the discriminators just tripped. The

gains were found to vary only by a few precent over several hours of

runnings Also, the coincidence circuit and scalers were oheaked by ,

allowing tho pulser, with tk..input about 50 percent above that >uat

necessary to trip tba discriminators, to run for several minute8 and
.
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recording the oount8 acaumulnted by the two channels and the coh-

cidence

ohamber

pile of

circuit.

After the calibration, one was ready to stnrt

was placed in the well thermalized neutron flux

thu Los Alamo6 water boiler. A run of about an

the run. The

of the graphite

hour was taken

with shutter between the two foils open. Then the shutter wes closed

and another hour run was made with the cr)}lntin~rate the same. The

apperatus was then callbrat~d as deaoribed ●bove and the procedure

repeated. Such pairs O? runs were made with the cmnting rate of

the ~hannel 2 varjing from about 0.4 x 106 per hour to about 12.0 x

106 per hour. For the preliminary data given in this report, about

200 million fiaaion fragments were oounted. Since the counting rates

in the two channels are about constant, independent of whetk,erthe

shutter is open or closed, the background run, in which tb shutter

was closed, could be used not only to correct for neutron induaed

fission in the thorium but also to correot for the aooidental coin-

cidence.

~iSCU88i0n Of Fe8Ult8
,

~n Table I, the data taken to

that eaoh row represents the total data

date ia arrenged in rows, so

for runs in whioh the counting

rate was more or less constant, The accumulation of data from the first

two rows .sugCeststhat there mi~ht be a positive effect. Since lsrge
.

angle Rutherford Scattering of’the fi6sion fragments from the throi.urn

nucleus might produce an ion which could be counted by the annular ring,
;. *‘.i.-.“: .,,, “.. $

one made a seriee o“fruns with a lead foil substituted for t-hethori’xn

one. The data from these runs is included in the third and fourth row8.

4
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For theee runs the coincidence rate for baok~round and regular runs is,

RS indicated in row #3, somewhat larger than for previous r~ms with

thoril~mfoils and the same counting rate., This may be due to statistical

fll.~ctuations,or it may be that a few coincidence counts cams in due to

some external cause, such as motors starti~g, etc. Extra counts like

this, providing they come in at random, have the effect of raising the

statistical error of tti results when one subtracts the background

correction. The runs recorded in row#4 seem to be entirely consistent

with the thorium runa~ The data ta’k%nwith the lead foils g~ve a

higher coincidence rate for the shutter open than for it closed. i#en

one subtracts the effeot obtained with the lend foil from that obtained

from the thorium foil, one gets a difference which is well Inside the

stfltisticalerror.

Tf the effect obtained with lead ie real and is due to ~utherford

an~le 8cattering of fi.88ionfragmenta, the energy given t+e reooil nuclei ;

reduces the enerEy of the fragment to such m extent that one should be

able to bia8 e~ainst it and real thorium fissions. For 60° scattering

a f’ragrsntof mass 100 loses about l/2 its energy. In order to bias

against such 8caktered fragnwnts, therefore, n series of runs were made

in which the gain @f the amplifier for the thorium fragnents was reduced

by about 30 percent, so that t~e efficiency of c.outitingthorium fragments,

as indicated by Fig. 3 was 14 percent. These runs give a oroaa sec~ion

less tbn the statistical error. The summry of all the runs taken to

.!,~atei8 tabulated in Table II. The weighted menn of the average cross

section from this data is 6 + 6 barns. 2ne can ~nterpret this only to

UNCLASSIFIED~
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wan that the cross section is les8 than 6 bprna with R 67 percent

probability.

‘Fromthe ranges of fission”frag.mentsin uranium relative to

ne:~tronsjone can say tkat for fission frapnnt ind~]oed fissions In

uranium to be comparable to neutron produced fission, the cross ssotion

of fission fragment induced fission should be approximately equal to

1Q4 barne. The re8ult of the experiment then, indioates that at least

in thorium, if fission fra~ments produce an effect at all it is less

than 0.1 percent of that due to neutrons.

The author wishes to acknowledge the suggestion of Dr. John

rlanleywhich began this investigation. Thanks are.also due to the

personnel of Croup P-2 for the use of the Los .41amoswater boiler, to

the electronics group, particularly to Dr. E. Titkerton and Mr. E. Exter~

for the colnofdence cirouit and other electronic eauipment, and to W.

,1● ?ilmore and ?.’r. R. Potter who mede the necessary foils.
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